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In  the  quest  of  better  CO elimination  catalysts,  Fe  oxide  was  employed  to  promote  platinum  supported  on
HY zeolite.  Fe-free  and  Fe-promoted  PtY  catalysts  were  prepared  by  ion  exchange  method  and  calcined
at  500 ◦C.  The  prepared  samples  were  characterized  using  XRD,  FTIR,  TEM,  CO  adsorption  and  CO-TPD.
The  particles  size  calculated  from  XRD  patterns  and  TEM  images  was  ≈18–20  nm  in  PtY  and  ≈8–15  nm
in  PtFeY.  The  CO removal  performance  over  the  prepared  solids  has  been  investigated  by  means  of in  situ
technique  using  FTIR  spectroscopy.  Platinum  surface  modified  with  Fe  oxide  has  a  pronounced  catalytic
O oxidation
O adsorption
GSR

n situ FTIR
O-TPD
EM

activity  towards  the  CO  oxidation  more  than  Fe-free  Pt containing  catalyst.  Reduction  of  the  prepared
catalysts  with  H2 gas  prior  to admission  of  gas  mixtures  increased  the  catalytic  activity  more  than  that
of  as prepared  catalysts.  A  strong  positive  water-effect  was  established  when  a  trace  amount  of  water
(more  realistic  conditions)  was  added  to  the  gas  mixture  (CO  +  O2) during  the  CO  oxidation  particularly
over  PtFeY.  In presence  of  water, the  amount  of  CO2 adsorbed  over  PtFeY  is  ≈5  and  ≈600  times  more
than  that  of  water  free  reaction  over  PtFeY  and  PtY  catalysts,  respectively.
. Introduction

Seeking for new energy resources never ends. Proton exchange
embrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has been studied extensively in recent

ears and presented considerable promise for both stationary and
utomotive power supply using hydrogen fuel. Reforming of hydro-
arbon fuels can provide a H2-rich stream having an approximate
omposition of 45–75% H2, 15–25% CO2, 0.5–2% CO, 10–20% H2O
nd N2 [1].  CO causes a severe problem for platinum anode since
t is seriously adsorbed on Pt sites and works as poisonous agent.
ence, the PEMFC efficiency decreases. The CO level in H2 stream

s needed to be less than 10 ppm [2].  CO traces may  be removed by
xidation of CO with oxygen gas or with water in water gas shift
eaction (WGSR).

Precious metals work very well with high catalytic activity and
tability on CO oxidation at low temperature [3–5]. A large num-
er of catalysts have been studied for the CO oxidation; however,
he quest for catalysts of higher catalytic activity at lower temper-
tures is never-ending. The catalytic behavior of supported Pt has
een found to be unique among the noble metals in CO oxidation.

upported Pt [6–8] catalyzes selective CO oxidation but the selec-
ivity to form CO2 is below 60%, even at low reaction temperatures
<220 ◦C).

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: zeinelbahy2020@yahoo.com (Z.M. El-Bahy).
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The adsorption and catalytic properties of Pt are not only influ-
enced by a complex set of contributions of the particle morphology,
metal dispersion and electronic properties of the metal, but also
are affected by the presence of other metal ions that act as dopants
for Pt atoms. Arnby et al. reported that modifying Pt–Al2O3 system
by Fe-oxide increased the tolerance towards hexamethyldisiloxane
(HMDS) [9].  The activity and selectivity of CO oxidation in PROX
reaction increased significantly after promotion of Pt/mordenite
with Fe [10]. In these oxide promoted catalysts, the activity is likely
to be controlled via the Pt-promoter interface and so it is imperative
that the oxide and Pt should be associated together to maximize
the catalytic activity [11,12]. This can be difficult to be ensured
using conventional preparation methods such as impregnation or
co-precipitation. One of the ways to avoid this is to use ion exchange
method to homogenously distribute ions all over the surface.

Although aluminum is the most common support for noble
metal-based catalysts, recent studies have indicated that the use of
zeolites as supports for Pt catalysts is promising to improve the cat-
alytic activity and selectivity [13]. In particular, PtY catalyst resulted
in a good catalytic activity as membrane in PROX [14] and in CO oxi-
dation reaction in aqueous phase [15]. Accordingly, it is needed to
elucidate the effect of supporting bimetallic system (Pt and Fe) on
the high surface area and high acidity HY zeolite. It is well known

that, the active sites are closely related with the type of support,
promoter and the oxidation state of the Pt species on the surface,
so that reduction of Pt species is crucial to understand the type of
CO-surface interaction and CO removal mechanism.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molcata.2011.05.008
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13811169
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/molcata
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Water vapor showed inhibiting effect on the catalytic activity
n some reactions such as the combustion of styrene over copper
ased catalysts [16], CO oxidation over Au/TiO2–In2O3 catalyst [17],
elective catalytic reduction of NO over Pd-ZSM-5 [18] and CO oxi-
ation over Pt–Au/CeO2 [19]. On the other hand, water showed
reat enhancing effect on the catalytic activity of several reactions
uch as CO oxidation over a commercial three-way catalysts [20],
t–Pd/CeO2 catalysts [21], Pt-NaY and Au-NaY in aqueous solution
15] and Pt/Al2O3 [22]. Addition of water increased the catalytic
ctivity and decreased the oxidation temperature. Due to the effect
f adsorption completion of water and CO or oxygen, it will be
mportant to use small amount of water to minimize the competi-
ive adsorption of water and reactants in the reaction medium.

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of Fe-promotion
n the catalytic activity of PtY catalyst in CO elimination via oxida-
ion by O2 gas or by water in WGSR using in situ FTIR technique.

oreover, the influence of addition of trace amount of water on
he oxidation of CO by O2 gas is one of the important targets of this
tudy.

. Experimental

.1. Catalyst preparation

.1.1. Preparation of PtY
PtY catalyst was prepared by conventional ion exchange

ethod, briefly, a sample (4 gm)  of HY (Toyota Company Ltd.,
apan) was added to 0.01 M solution of Pt(NH3)4Cl2·H2O (Mtsuwa’s
ure Chemicals) and the slurry (pH = 6.2) was stirred for 24 h at
oom temperature. The suspension was filtered off, and the pro-
ess was repeated three times until almost complete exchange was
btained. The Pt content was measured by atomic absorption spec-
roscopy using Varian atomic absorption spectrometer (Shimadzu
A-6400F) and it was found to be ≈1.2 wt.%. The prepared sample
ill be referred as PtY.

.1.2. Preparation of bimetallic PtFeY
PtFeY was prepared by successive ion exchange method of Fe3+

nd Pt2+ to HY zeolite. 4 gm of HY zeolite was stirred with 0.01 M
eCl3·9H2O for 1 h at room temperature. The solution was cen-
rifuged, washed with distilled water, dried at 100 ◦C for 24 h and
nally calcined at 500 ◦C for 3 h. Platinum was added to the FeY
owder as a solution of Pt(NH3)4Cl2·H2O (0.01 M)  at pH = 10 (NaOH
as used to adjust pH value). Pt solution was stirred with FeY at

0 ◦C for 1 h. The solution was then filtered, washed with distilled
ater and finally dried at 100 ◦C for 24 h. The platinum concen-

ration in the sample was almost the same like PtY sample. The
e-promoted PtY sample will be referred as PtFeY.

Reduction of the catalysts was performed in static conditions
n presence of 80 Torr of pure hydrogen atmosphere at 400 ◦C for
0 min  in presence of liquid nitrogen trap to collect the produced
2O to not re-oxidize the surface species once again. Reduced

amples will be referred as Pt*Y and Pt*FeY for unpromoted and
e-promoted catalysts, respectively.

.2. Catalyst characterization

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of the prepared solids
ere recorded at room temperature using a model Bruker axs,
8Advance. Average crystallite size (D) of the obtained powders
ere calculated by X-ray line broadening technique performed on

he direction of lattice using the so-called Hall-equation–Scherrer’s

ormula D = 0.89�/  ̌ cos � [23], where D is the crystallite size, � rep-
esents the X-ray wavelength (1.5404 Å),  ̌ is the full width at half
he maximum intensity (FWHM) in radians, and � is the Bragg’s
ngle.
lysis A: Chemical 344 (2011) 111– 121

IR spectra were recorded in the solid mixture of sample and
KBr as pellets on JASCO FTIR-600 Plus with a spectral resolution of
2 cm−1 and accumulation of 100 scans at room temperature.

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments were
carried out using CO as a probe molecule to determine the basicity
properties of the prepared solids. TPD experiment was performed
in a fixed-bed reactor system. Prior to TPD measurements, the
catalyst (30 mg)  was treated at its activation temperature 500 ◦C
for 1 h in air and then evacuated for 1 h at the same temperature
and 10−4 Torr. The sample was  then cooled under the same pres-
sure until room temperature. After cooling, 7 Torr of CO gas were
adsorbed on the surface of the sample and equilibrated for 30 min.
The CO molecules in gas phase were degassed at room temperature
for 1 h. The degassed CO molecule (m/z = 28) was monitored by a gas
desorption analyzer (Anelva, M-QA100TS) equipped with a quadru-
ple mass analyzer in a high-vacuum chamber of 7.5 × 10−9 Torr
range. TPD profiles were recorded by linear heating of the sam-
ples from 25 to 500 ◦C at constant ramp rate of 5◦/min. To compare
the possibility of CO2 desorption out of the surface, CO + O2 (7:7)
gas mixture was  admitted to the employed catalysts. The catalyst
sample was  saturated with the gas mixture at room temperature
for 30 min  after which the sample was degassed at room temper-
ature for 1 h. The experiment was  then completed as mentioned
above except that the CO2 molecule (m/z = 44) in the temperature
range of 25–700 ◦C was detected.

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrographs were
measured using JEOL JEM-1010 transmission electron microscope
at an accelerating voltage of 60 kV. Suspensions of the samples were
put on carbon foil with a micro grid. TEM images were observed
with minimum electron irradiation to prevent damage to the sam-
ple structure.

The FTIR spectra were recorded on JASCO FTIR-660 Plus with a
spectral resolution of 2 cm−1 and accumulation of 32 scans. Briefly,
self-supporting pellets (ca. 15–20 mg  cm−2) were prepared from
the sample powder and treated directly in the purpose-made IR
quartz cell equipped with CaCl2 windows. The latter was connected
to a vacuum-adsorption system with a residual pressure below
10−4 Torr. Before the adsorption measurements, the samples were
heated at 500 ◦C for 2 h in air followed by 1 h evacuation at same
temperature. After pretreatment, the catalysts were cooled at room
temperature (RT) before admission of CO gas (10 Torr). After CO
admission, the cell was  left to equilibrate for 30 min  after which
the sample was  evacuated for 20 min  at room temperature. The
FTIR cell was sealed with built in stopcock removed from the vac-
uum line and then was placed in the FTIR instrument for spectra
measurements. Background spectrum was subtracted from the col-
lected spectra at each step to evaluate the spectral changes due to
CO admission.

2.3. Catalytic activity measurements

Monitoring the events taking place in catalytic materials under
reaction conditions is essential for understanding the reaction
mechanism of many important chemical processes and would help
to the rational design of new or better catalysts. The reaction can
be monitored by in situ FTIR technique. As a typical reaction exper-
iment, the samples were activated by keeping for 2 h at 500 ◦C in
air followed by 1 h evacuation at same temperature. The cell was
allowed to cool to RT prior to admitting reaction gases. The same
procedure mentioned in CO adsorption section was followed in the
gas mixture reaction. The selectivity and CO conversion depend
mainly on the O2/CO ratio. Previous reports stated that the high-

est catalytic activity and selectivity were obtained when O2/CO
ratio equals one [21,24]. Thus, the ratio O2/CO = 1 was  chosen to
be used in the present study. In situ FTIR spectra of PtY and PtFeY
catalysts were obtained under reaction gas mixture conditions of
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ig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of parent HY, PtY and Fe-promoted PtY
atalysts.

O:O2 = 10:10 (20), CO:H2O = 15:1 (16) and CO:O2:H2O = 15:15:1
31) where the values in parenthesis denotes to the total pressure
n the cell. The reaction was carried out at different tempera-
ures ranging from RT to 100 ◦C and the spectra are shown in the
avenumber range of 2400–1500 cm−1.

. Results and discussions

.1. Characterization of the prepared catalysts

.1.1. X-ray diffraction
The XRD patterns of parent HY and the prepared samples are

hown in Fig. 1. The patterns exhibited the typical lines of par-
nt HY zeolite indicating that the structure of the zeolite remains
ntact after inclusion of metal ions by ion exchange of Pt and/or
e metal ions. With careful inspection of the XRD patterns, it can
e observed that the exchanged cations, Pt or Fe, are randomly
istributed within the lattice because I331 > I220 > I311 [25]. Small

ines were observed at 2� values of 40.4◦ and 47◦ due to Pt(1 1 1)
nd Pt (2 0 0) particles, respectively [PDF# 87-0647]. The Pt par-
icle size on the prepared solids was calculated using Scherrer’s
quation and it was found to be ≈19 nm and ≈12 nm for PtY and
tFeY, respectively, and these data are listed in Table 1. It was
eported in literature that the particle size of Pt in Pt containing
atalysts increased after promotion with Fe using incipient impreg-
ation [8,12] or selective vapor deposition [2] preparation methods.

n this study, the Pt particle size decreased due to the occlusion
f Fe with Pt using ion exchange method. This is in accordance
ith earlier reports where Pt particles underwent more disper-

ion and less particle size after incorporation of ceria to alumina
upport [26]. The decrease of Pt particle size with the promotion
f Fe indicates the effectiveness of such preparation method to

orm well homogeneously dispersed Pt particles over the support
urface.

able 1
verage particle size calculated from line broadening and TEM images.

Position PtY Pt*Y PtFeY Pt*FeY

Pt(1 1 1) 20.9 19.9 14.4 12.1
Pt(2  0 0) 18.8 18.6 16.2 18.1
TEM ≈20 ≈18 ≈15 ≈8
lysis A: Chemical 344 (2011) 111– 121 113

3.1.2. FTIR spectroscopy
The framework IR spectra (not shown) of the prepared cat-

alysts besides parent HY zeolite in the range of 1700–400 cm−1

exhibited bands of varying intensity and width at about 1184,
1054, 817, 746, 591 and 468 cm−1 which are typical for Y zeolite
[27]. The structural insensitive vibrations caused by internal vibra-
tions of (Si,Al)O4 tetrahedra of HY were observed at 1054, 746 and
468 cm−1, whereas the bands related to external linkages between
(Si,Al)O4 tetrahedra and are sensitive to the framework structure
were observed at 1184, 817, and 591 cm−1 [28]. The absorption fre-
quency of H2O vapor was located at 1637 cm−1 [1,29]. Any peaks
characteristic to either Pt–O or Fe–O bonds have not been observed
which may  be due to the low concentration of these oxides on the
solid surface. The IR data confirmed that neither the structure-
insensitive nor sensitive bands show any significant changes in
the measured spectra as compared with the spectra of the host
HY zeolite. These observations denote to the constancy of the zeo-
lite framework during the preparation process which is the same
observation concluded from XRD data.

3.1.3. Transmission electron microscope (TEM)
Fig. 2 shows the TEM images of the two dimensional distribution

of PtY, Pt*Y, PtFeY and Pt*FeY catalysts onto the supporting carbon
film. The TEM images of PtY and Pt*Y (Fig. 2a and b) show that the
Pt particles are highly dispersed and have an average particle size
in the range of 15–30 nm as shown in Table 1. The presence of Fe
oxide in the promoted catalysts has an effect on the size of Pt metal
particles as shown in Fig. 2c and d, where the particle size of the
Fe promoted catalysts was  in the range of 8–15 nm. The particle
size values calculated from TEM images are very similar to that
calculated from XRD patterns using the line broadening method.

3.1.4. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)
The profiles of the desorbed CO vs. temperature for the pre-

pared solids in the temperature range of 25–500 ◦C are shown in
Fig. 3. CO-TPD profile of PtY catalyst shows only one wide peak
due to CO desorption at 362 ◦C whereas the CO-TPD profile of FeY
shows the CO desorption peak at 328 ◦C. In case of PtFeY desorp-
tion profile, two peaks can be observed, one at low temperature
centered at 77 ◦C and the other at high temperature centered at
266 ◦C. The desorption values of PtY (at 362 ◦C) and FeY (at 328 ◦C)
are anomalously high comparing to the desorption values of PtFeY
sample (at 73 and 266 ◦C), i.e. PtY and FeY have higher molecular
CO desorption energy due to the presence of high basicity sites.
In case of Fe-free PtY catalyst, the Pt lattice is expanded paral-
lel to the surface, the d states have to move up in energy which
gives stronger interaction with CO and hence needs higher temper-
ature to be desorbed out of surface [30]. The CO-TPD profiles show
wide desorption peaks as a result of different activation energies
for desorption, which means some heterogeneity in the adsorption
sites on the surface [31,32]. These results indicated that the promo-
tion with Fe caused electron-deficiency of the platinum in PtFeY.
Moreover, it weakens the electron back-donation from platinum
substrate to the adsorbed CO and weakens the CO–Pt bond, which
induces the CO desorption at lower temperature [33,34]. The same
observation was  noticed in case of promoting Pt/Al2O3 with Mg
ions in a previous work [35].

Fig. 4 shows the TPD profiles of CO2 desorbed from PtY and
PtFeY samples where CO was  admitted together with O2 (CO + O2;
7:7). The temperature range of CO2 desorption was divided into
three regions as follows: low basicity sites where CO2 was desorbed
below 150 ◦C; medium basicity sites where CO2 was  desorbed

below 400 ◦C; high basicity sites where CO2 was  desorbed over
400 ◦C. PtY catalyst exhibited a broad desorption peak around
450 ◦C, which assigned the presence of strong basic sites. For PtFeY
catalyst, two  CO2 desorption peaks around 141 and 380 ◦C were
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Fig. 2. The TEM images of as prepared

oticed. These peaks were assigned to weak and medium basic
ites, respectively [35]. These data indicated that the possibility of
O2 formation and desorption on PtFeY occur at lower tempera-
ure than on the surface of PtY. It is noteworthy to mention that,

he TPD profiles of m/z = 45 and 46 (not shown) presented very low
mounts of m/z  = 45, due to formate species, and m/z  = 46, due to
ormic acid. The profiles have the same shape of CO2 for both PtY
nd PtFeY catalysts.

Fig. 3. CO-TPD profiles of PtY,
A), Pt*Y (B), PtFeY (C), and Pt*FeY (D).

3.1.5. CO adsorption at room temperature
To determine the type and strength of CO adsorption species on

PtY and Fe-promoted PtY catalysts, CO was admitted with a pres-
sure of 10 Torr at room temperature to the as-prepared and reduced

catalysts.

3.1.5.1. Adsorption of CO on PtY. The IR spectrum of CO adsorp-
tion on an activated PtY at RT (Fig. 5a) presents a group of small

 FeY and PtFeY samples.
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species were observed at 2170 cm−1 and 1850 cm−1, respectively.
ig. 4. TPD spectra of CO2 desorption after CO + O2 (7:7) adsorption over PtY and
tFeY catalysts.

eaks characteristic to CO adsorbed on different species of Ptn+

2 ≥ n ≥ 0) at 2168, 2128, 2081 and small peak at 1885 cm−1. In
ddition a peak at 1710 cm−1 due to CO oxidation products was
lso observed. According to literature data [36–38],  the small peak
t 2081 cm−1 is assigned to singleton frequencies of CO molecules
inearly adsorbed on-top metallic Pt atoms (Pt0–CO). The band at
168 is assigned to CO adsorbed on oxidized platinum sites that
re not in cationic positions [39] and the band at 2128 cm−1 is due
o �s mode of carbonyl complexes formed with the participation of
latinum cation Pt+(CO)2 [39–41].  The �as mode should be detected
round ≈2091 cm−1, so it may  overlap with the peak at 2081 cm−1.
he small band at 1885 cm−1 is characteristic to CO adsorbed on
wo surface Pt atoms (Pt0

2CO) [42]. The presence of Pt0–CO and
t0

2CO indicates that a fraction of Pt2+ was reduced by the freed
ree ammonia ligands, in precursor [Pt(NH3)4]2+, during the acti-
ation process [43]. The band at 1710 cm−1 is due to carboxylate
pecies (–COO−) [44,45] which is an oxidation product of CO. After
vacuation at RT, Fig. 5b, the peaks due to oxidized platinum sites
ecreased and the peak due to bridged Pt0

2CO diminished. The peak
haracteristic to carboxylate species abruptly increased after evac-
ation with the appearance of small peak due to adsorbed species
f CO2 at 2355 cm−1 [11,46].

The IR spectrum of CO adsorbed on Pt*Y at RT is shown in
ig. 5c. The spectrum showed one main peak at 2086 cm−1 and
maller peak at 1862 cm−1 which are due to linear Pt0–CO and

ridged Pt0

2CO, respectively. Small intensity peak at 2172 cm−1

as observed as well indicating the presence of platinum oxidized
pecies (Ptn+) even after reduction with H2. Carboxylate species was

Fig. 5. FTIR spectra after admission of CO (10 Torr) over PtY and Pt*Y: (a an
lysis A: Chemical 344 (2011) 111– 121 115

formed as CO oxidation products and detected at 1710 cm−1. After
evacuation at RT, Fig. 5d, the peaks at 1862 and 2172 cm−1 disap-
peared. Linear Pt0–CO band underwent a red shift to 2075 cm−1

with an increase of the band characteristic to carboxylate species.
In absence of oxygen, CO may  be oxidized by either oxygen

attached with Pt cations or oxygen in zeolite framework. The
decrease in the bands characteristic to CO adsorbed on Pt cationic
species after admission of CO and the low intensity of the peak char-
acteristic to carboxylate species formed over Pt*Y may point to the
participation of the oxygen attached to Pt cations on the surface for
CO oxidation.

3.1.5.2. Adsorption of CO on PtFeY. Fig. 6 shows the infrared spec-
tra of CO adsorbed on PtFeY and Pt*FeY catalysts. The spectrum
taken after CO adsorption over PtFeY at RT (Fig. 6a) displayed a
well resolved absorption band at 2077 cm−1, corresponding to lin-
ear Pt0–CO with 4 cm−1 lower wavenumber than that of PtY sample
(2081 cm−1). In addition, small peaks at 2166 and 2125 cm−1 due
to CO adsorbed on cationic Pt were observed. Another small peak
at 1645 cm−1 was  also detected which is due to carbonate species
(CO3

2−) [46].
Unfortunately, the corresponding Fe–CO peak (supposed to be

at 2032 cm−1) [47] couldn’t be detected. If it happens, there will
be superposition with linear Pt0–CO, but most probably it does not
happen at RT. Thus, the adsorption of CO occurs preferentially over
Ptn+ sites rather than Fe3+ sites in the present experimental con-
ditions. Consequently, all the peaks in the spectra are due to the
adsorption of CO on Ptn+ (2 ≥ n ≥ 0) species as detected before in
previous literature [11].

After evacuation at RT (Fig. 6b) the intensity of the peak charac-
teristic to carbonate species increased with growing up a new peak
at 1850 cm−1 due to bridged Pt0

2CO. With increasing evacuation
temperature to 50 ◦C (Fig. 6c) a red shift of the peak characteristic
of Pt0–CO from 2077 to 2068 cm−1 was  observed with decreasing
in its intensity. Also, a decrease in the peaks due to CO adsorbed on
Ptn+ was  observed accompanied by the disappearance of the peak
due to bridged Pt0

2CO.
The spectrum recorded after admission of 10 Torr of CO gas on

the surface of Pt*FeY at RT (Fig. 6d) showed a peak characteris-
tic to linear Pt0–CO at 2077 cm−1 with 9 cm−1 lower wavenumber
and higher intensity than that of Pt*Y sample (2086 cm−1). Small
amounts of CO adsorbed on cationic platinum and bridged Pt0

2CO
Carbonate species were also detected at 1641 cm−1 as well. With
evacuation at RT and 50 ◦C (Fig. 6e and f) a red shift to the peak
at 2077–2061 cm−1 was observed and a slight increase of the peak

d c) after 20 min  of CO adsorption and (b and d) after evacation at RT.
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ig. 6. FTIR spectra after admission of 10 Torr CO over PtFeY and Pt*FeY: (a and d) 

0 ◦C.

ntensity characteristic to carbonate species was observed in par-
llel with the disappearance of the peak at characteristic to CO
dsorbed on cationic platinum and bridged Pt0

2CO.
A comparison of Pt–CO bond position on Fe-free and Fe-

romoted PtY after admission of CO gas at RT revealed a decrease
n the absolute band frequency of Pt0–CO with ≈4 and 9 cm−1 in
s prepared and reduced samples, respectively. Such decrease of
he absolute band frequency after Fe modifications may  be due
o a dipole–dipole coupling between neighboring adsorbed CO

olecules [48,49]. Furthermore, Ishikawa et al. [50] reported that
or most of the mixed Pt–M metal surfaces, the presence of M weak-
ns the Pt–C bond and lowers the C–O stretching frequency. From
orgoing, Pt particles may  be partially covered with Fe atoms which
eads to strong interaction of Fe and Pt in Fe–Pt and hence modifies
he electronic states of Pt metal. As a result, Pt0–CO bond becomes
onger and Fe-oxide provides active oxygen for CO oxidation [11].
ll of these parameters should modify the catalytic activity of the
e-promoted PtY catalyst as will be mentioned later on.

.2. The catalytic activity measurements of the prepared catalysts

.2.1. CO oxidation by O2 gas
Fig. 7 shows the temperature dependence of the reaction on

he IR spectra measured due to CO oxidation by O2 (CO/O2 = 1)

ver PtY and Pt*Y catalysts. The exposure of PtY catalyst to CO + O2
as mixture at RT after 20 min  of gas adsorption (Fig. 7a) presents
nly a small band attributed to linear Pt0–CO at 2075 cm−1. No
eaks due to methanation of CO were observed under the condi-

ig. 7. In situ FTIR spectra of the CO + O2 (10:10) gas mixture adsorbed on PtY and Pt*Y 

eated  at 100 ◦C.
0 min  of CO adsorption, (b and e) after evacation at RT, (c and f) after evacation at

tions of the present study. With increasing the cell temperature
to 50 ◦C and 100 ◦C, the spectra in Fig. 7b and c presented a peak
characteristic for linear Pt0–CO with small peak corresponds to
carbonyl (–C O) in carboxylate species around 1710 cm−1. Addi-
tionally, small amounts of adsorbed CO2 were also observed at
2355 cm−1 as well.

In case of Pt*Y sample, the spectrum taken at RT (Fig. 7d) shows
three peaks at 2090, 1860 and 2355 cm−1 due to linear Pt0–CO,
bridged Pt0

2CO and adsorbed species of CO2, respectively. After
increasing the temperature of the cell to 50 ◦C and 100 ◦C, the inten-
sity of CO2 peak increased. Unexpectedly, the peaks characteristic
to on top linear Pt0–CO (at 2090 cm−1) and bridged Pt0

2CO (at
1860 cm−1) increased. The CO oxidation by O2 over Pt*Y did not
show any carbonate or carboxylate species, i.e. CO2 was the only
oxidation product of CO on the surface of Pt*Y.

It is widely accepted that CO oxidation on Pt metal follows a
Langmuir–Hinshelwood single site mechanism [51,52] in which CO
and O compete for the Pt sites. CO adsorbed on Pt reacts with O
adsorbed on an adjacent Pt site. It was noticed that, carboxylate
and carbonate species were observed after adsorption of CO as a
single gas without the formation of considerable amount of CO2.
In this case there was  no sufficient amount of oxygen present in
the reaction medium. Moreover, carboxylate species were observed
during CO oxidation by O2 over unreduced catalyst (PtY) which has
less number of metallic Pt sites. Furthermore, higher amount of

CO2 was  formed during CO oxidation by O2 over reduced sample
(Pt*Y) where greater number of Pt sites are available. The previ-
ous observations indicate that carbonyl species (carboxylate and/or

as a function of temperature; (a and d) RT, (b and e) heated at 50 ◦C and (c and f)
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ig. 8. In situ FTIR spectra of the CO + O2 (10:10) gas mixture adsorbed on PtFeY and
t  100 ◦C.

arbonate) may  be considered as an intermediate to CO2 formation
n Pt sites in PtY catalyst since CO2 is formed in the presence of
ufficient amount of O2 and vacant adsorption Pt sites, Eqs. (1)–(4).

O + Pt → OC·Pt (1)

2 + Pt → 2O·Pt (2)

C·Pt + O·Pt → −OOC·Pt+ (carboxylate) + Pt (3)

OOC·Pt+ rearrangement) → CO2·Pt (4)

To illustrate the promotion effect of Fe oxide on the catalytic
ctivity of PtY towards CO oxidation by oxygen under the same
revious conditions, CO + O2 gas mixture was admitted over PtFeY
atalyst and the spectra are presented in Fig. 8. Adsorption of the
as mixture on PtFeY at RT (Fig. 8a) produced a band at 2088 cm−1,
hich is due to on top linear Pt0–CO. The oxidation products of CO

re resolved at 2355 cm−1 and 1650–1710 cm−1 due to adsorbed
pecies of CO2 and carbonyl species, respectively. Increasing the cell
emperature to 50 ◦C and 100 ◦C (Fig. 8b and c) leads to an increase
f adsorbed CO2 peak at 2355 cm−1 but carboxylate and carbonate
eaks did not change remarkably. It is clear that the amount of CO2
ormed over PtFeY is higher than the amount of CO2 formed over

oth PtY and Pt*Y. These data are in agreement with TPD profiles

n Fig. 4 since CO2 was desorbed out of PtFeY surface at lower tem-
erature than the desorption temperature out of PtY catalyst. This

ndicates the positive promotion effect of Fe on the catalytic activ-

ig. 9. In situ FTIR spectra of the CO + H2O (15:1) gas mixture adsorbed on PtY and Pt*Y a
t  RT, (b and f) 20 min of gas adsorption at RT, (c and g) heated at 50 ◦C and (d and h) hea
Y as a function of temperature; (a and d) RT, (b and e) heated at 50 ◦C and (c) heated

ity of PtY which may  be explained by the hypothesis that oxygen
would have a greater probability for adsorption on PtFeY than the
adsorption on PtY. Consequently, Fe oxide weakens the Pt–CO bond
[50,53], provides more favorable sites for oxygen adsorption than
Pt itself and locates in close contact with surface Pt [11,12,54].

For the reduced Fe oxide promoted PtY, the spectrum (Fig. 8d)
taken at RT after 20 min  of gas mixing shows small peaks charac-
teristic to linear Pt0–CO (at 2088 cm−1) with a pronounced amount
of adsorbed CO2 detected at 2355 cm−1. Increasing the cell tem-
perature to 50 ◦C led to the increase of CO2 characteristic peak
(Fig. 8e). The amount of CO2 detected on the reduced sample is
much greater than the amount of CO2 detected on the surface of
unreduced sample. In addition, the amount of adsorbed CO detected
in case of Pt*FeY is higher than that in case of PtFeY, Fig. 6. As pre-
viously reported Fe is present as Fe2+ and/or Fe3+ but not as Fe0

according to the reduction conditions [11]. Hence, in addition to
the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism proposed for PtY, oxygen
may  be dissociatively adsorbed on Fe oxide with oxidation of the CO
at the interface between Fe oxide and Pt or via the oxygen spillover
to the Pt sites as discussed previously [2]. This creates a noncom-
petitive site for oxygen such that it no longer must compete with
CO for the Pt sites [2].
3.2.2. Water-gas shift reaction
Fig. 9 shows the IR spectra in the region of 2400–1500 cm−1

obtained when PtY catalyst was exposed to the gas mixture of

s a function of reaction time and temperature; (a and e) 0.5 min of gas adsorption
ted at 100 ◦C.
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ig. 10. In situ FTIR spectra of the CO + H2O (15:1) gas mixture adsorbed on PtFe
dsorption at RT, (b and f) 20 min  of gas adsorption at RT, (c and g) heated at 50 ◦C a

O + H2O (15:1) at RT as a function of reaction temperature. The
nitial spectrum, recorded after 0.5 min  of contact time (Fig. 9a)
hows a small peak at 1636 cm−1 and weak peaks at 2074 and
166 cm−1 characteristic to linear Pt0–CO and CO adsorbed on Pt
ationic species (Ptn+CO), respectively. It is well known that the
eak at 1636 cm−1 may  be due to carbonate species or �(H2O) mode
f adsorbed water, which lies in this region as well [55]. This peak
as not shifted upon using D2O instead of H2O (not shown). The
reservation of this band after isotope admission confirmed that

t does not contain hydrogen atoms. Thus the band is assigned to
arbonate species.

Increasing contact time to 20 min  leads to the increase of lin-
ar Pt0–CO (Fig. 9b). This may  be due to the increase of Pt metal
ites formed from the reduction of Ptn+ under the reaction condi-
ions. Also the peak characteristic to carbonate species increased.

ith raising reaction temperature to 50 and 100 ◦C (Fig. 9c and d),
he intensity of the peak characteristic to carbonate at 1636 cm−1

rogressively increased and also a small peak related to adsorbed
pecies of CO2 at 2355 cm−1 was also observed.

The IR spectrum measured after 0.5 min  of gas mixture adsorp-
ion (CO + H2O) at RT onto Pt*Y (Fig. 9e) shows two  peaks at 2080
nd 2167 cm−1 due to Pt0–CO and Ptn+CO, respectively, besides a
mall peak at 1650 cm−1 related to carbonate species indicating the
nitiation of the reaction just after the addition of the gas mixture

o the catalyst surface. The spectrum recorded after 20 min  of con-
act time (Fig. 9f) presented an increase of the peak characteristic
o carbonate species at 1650 cm−1. Increasing the cell temperature
o 50 ◦C and 100 ◦C (Fig. 9g and h) leads to an increase of the peak

ig. 11. In situ FTIR spectra of CO + O2 + H2O (15:15:1) adsorbed over PtY and PtFeY: (a an
 Pt*FeY as a function of reaction time and temperature; (a and e) one min  of gas
 and h) heated at 100 ◦C.

related to CO3
2− and the appearance of trace amount of CO2 that

detected at 2355 cm−1. A relative increase of the peaks character-
istic to Pt0–CO in both PtY and Pt*Y was observed which indicates
further reduction of the Ptn+ sites. Reduction of such Ptn+ ions occurs
most probably by H2 gas that evolved from WGS  reaction.

Fig. 10 shows the effect of reaction temperature on the changes
undertaken on IR spectra after admission of gas mixture of CO + H2O
(15:1) over PtFeY and Pt*FeY catalysts. In case of the PtFeY, the
spectrum taken after 1 min  shows a very small peak characteris-
tic to CO3

2− at 1635 cm−1 indicating the initiation of the reaction
as soon as admitting the gas mixture to the catalyst surface. After
20 min of contact time at RT and after elevation of the reaction
temperature to 50 ◦C and 100 ◦C (Fig. 10b–d) the spectra show the
growth of the carbonate peak without the appearance of any other
peaks.

On the other hand, the spectrum recorded after 1 min  of gas mix-
ture admission (CO + H2O) over Pt*FeY, Fig. 10e, displayed a strong
peak at 1650 cm−1 due to carbonate and another peak at 2355 cm−1

related to the adsorbed CO2. In addition, weak peaks at 2080 and
2170 cm−1 due to Pt0–CO and Ptn+CO were observed. After 20 min
of reaction time and increasing the reaction temperature to 50◦ and
100 ◦C, Fig. 10f–h, the intensity of CO2 peak decreased with a par-
allel increase of the peak characteristic for carbonate species. This
confirms the proposition that CO2 is an intermediate for CO3

2− in

WGSR over Pt*FeY whereas in case of PtY catalyst, the carbonyl is
considered to be an intermediate for CO2. Comparing the spectra
taken after adsorption of gases over PtFeY and over Pt*FeY, it may  be
concluded that the catalytic activity towards the formation of car-

d d) after 20 min  at RT (b and e) heated at 50 ◦C and (c and f) heated at 100 ◦C.
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Scheme 1. Proposed scheme of CO oxidation over the employed catalysts.

onate species in WGSR is higher for the reduced sample than that
f the as prepared one. Additionally, by inspection of the IR spec-
ra recorded after admission of CO + H2O gas mixture to PtY and
tFeY, it is noticed that the amount of carbonate species detected
ver PtFeY (as a function of the peak intensity) is greatly higher
han that detected over Fe-free PtY samples. This reflects that, in
resence of H2O, Fe has a positive effect towards the oxidation of
O to carbonate species.

Moreover, the mechanism of WGSR may  change in presence of
e oxide beside Pt metal atoms. It was reported that the addition
f water vapor improves the oxidation of CO over PtFe containing
atalysts due to the difference in the oxidative states of the metals
resent on the surface. According to Langmuir–Hinshelwood mech-
nism CO competitively adsorbed on Pt with O2 and the strength of
dsorbed CO decreases with decreasing Pt oxidation state [8,56,57].
owever the reaction may  work via dual site mechanism rather

han Langmuir–Hinshelwood single site mechanism in presence of
e oxide. It has been shown from the results that H2O improves CO
xidation over Pt containing catalysts more than the oxidative state
f Pt itself or molecular oxygen. This may  be due to the increase of
he activity in presence of hydroxyl group [58,59].

It is clear in this work that, addition of Fe to PtY catalyst greatly
nhances the catalytic activity towards CO oxidation. The superior
ctivity of PtFeY in presence of water vapor may  result from the
ncrease of the number of weak and medium basic sites after pro-

otion with Fe oxide as presented in the TPD data after CO and
O + O2 adsorption. The concentration of hydroxyl groups increased
ith increasing basicity of the catalyst surface under humid condi-

ions [35]. In addition, Fe oxide provides adsorption sites for oxygen
nd/or OH group whereas Pt sites provide adsorption sites for CO.
or WGSR, it was reported that CO reacts with the OH groups on
he surface to generate formate species adsorbed on the catalyst
urface. This is supported by the detection of small amounts of for-
ate and formic acid species in TPD experiment. The formates are
hen decomposed in presence of Fe–OH to give CO2 and H2 [60,61]
r carbonate species [62], which is detected in this work and can
e proposed in Scheme 1. These may  strengthen the proposition
hat the reaction follows a noncompetitive duel-site mechanism in
Fig. 12. In situ FTIR spectra of CO + O2 + H2O (15:15:x) (x = 1, 2, 4, 6 Torr) adsorbed
over PtFeY catalyst after heating at 50 ◦C.

the oxidation of CO in presence of PtFe system. This is in consistent
with a previous report by Kotobuki et al. [10].

3.2.3. Effect of water on the oxidation of CO
The in situ FTIR spectra in the range of 2400–1500 cm−1 under

the reaction conditions were measured after admission of gas mix-
ture (CO:O2:H2O; 10:10:1) at RT over PtY and PtFeY and the spectra
are shown in Fig. 11.  Inspection of the spectra recorded after admis-
sion of gas mixture at RT, Fig. 11a, reveals that small peaks due to
Pt0–CO and Pt0

2CO were observed at 2082 and 1854 cm−1, respec-
tively. Two  types of CO oxidation products were detected namely,
adsorbed CO2 at 2355 cm−1 and carbonate species at 1641 cm−1.
With increasing the cell temperature to 50 and 100 ◦C, Fig. 11b
and c, slight increase in the intensity of the peaks characteristic
to CO2 and carbonate species was observed. The slight increase of
the oxidation products of CO may  be attributed to the decrease of
the strength of CO adsorption which leads to CO desorption out
of the surface and leaves vacant sites for O2 and H2O. Therefore
CO oxidation is accomplished according to Langmuir–Hinshelwood
mechanism.

Fig. 11d shows the spectrum taken after 20 min of admission of
the gas mixture (CO + O2 + H2O; 10:10:1) over PtFeY to shed light
on the effect of introducing water vapor during CO oxidation by
O2 (more realistic conditions). The spectrum showed small peaks
at 2081 and 1858 cm−1 due to Pt0–CO and Pt0

2CO, respectively. A
strong peak at 2355 cm−1 was observed with small peaks at 2405
and 2291 cm−1. These peaks are due to adsorbed species of CO2 on
different sites [46]. The presence of such peaks indicates the high
activity of Fe oxide promoted PtY catalyst. In addition, small amount
of carbonate species was  formed and detected at 1640 cm−1. With
increasing reaction temperature (Fig. 11e and f), an increase of the
intensity of the peak related to carbonate species (at 1640 cm−1)
and adsorbed species of CO2 was  observed. The appearance of CO2
as high intensity double peak at 2356 and 2348 cm−1 and small
peaks at 2405 and 2291 cm−1 indicates that the Fe-containing PtY
catalyst has heterogeneous nature with different adsorption sites
for CO2. Also, PtY is strongly active towards the formation of CO2
after modification with Fe.

The effect of the amount of water vapor in the admitted gas
mixture on the catalytic activity was  carried out by changing the
gas mixture ratio (CO + O2 + H2O) (15:15:x; x = 1, 2, 4, 6 Torr) on
PtFeY. The measured spectra are presented in Fig. 12.  The inten-

sity of CO2 peak increased after increasing the amount of water
to 2 Torr. Further increase of water addition led to a decrease in
the CO2 intensity. It may  be suggested that the activity decreases
increase with the amount of added water is due the competition of
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Fig. 13. Comparison between the spectra obtained after admission of differ-
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b) (CO + H2O)/Pt*FeY, (c) (CO + O2)/PtFeY, (d) (CO + O2)/Pt*FeY and (e)
H2O + O2 + CO)/PtFeY.

ases in the adsorption to the surface of the catalyst (i.e. competi-
ive adsorption) [63–67].

The activity of PtFeY catalyst was improved with reactants
ontaining trace amount of water. Fig. 13 shows a comparison
etween the spectra taken for CO removal reactions at 50 ◦C for
tFeY and Pt*FeY using different reaction gas mixtures. The ten-
ency to form CO2 is high after admission of CO + O2 gas mixture
ver the employed catalyst. However the tendency to form carbon-
te species is high after admission of CO + H2O gas mixture over
he PtFeY catalyst. The oxidation of CO by O2 in presence of trace
mount of water (CO + O2 + H2O) leads to a pronounced enhance-
ent in the catalytic activity towards the formation of CO2 since

n abrubt increase of the amount of CO2 detected in the IR spectra,
ig. 13e. Considering that the area under peak reflects the concen-
ration of CO2 adsorbed on the surface, the former was  measured
nd listed in Table 2 to roughly compare between the amount of CO2
roduced over PtY and Fe-promoted PtY catalysts after using O2 to
xidize CO in presence or absence of H2O. It is apparent that, the
ddition of H2O to the gas mixture over PtY increased the area under
eak around 70 times more than that of PtY without water. How-
ver the addition of water to PtFeY increased the area under peak
round 5 times more than that in case of PtFeY without water. We
hould note also that the area under CO2 peak over PtFeY is more
han 100 times greater than that over PtY. In general, the oxida-
ion of CO with O2 gas leads to the increase of CO2 formation in the
rder of PtY < Pt*Y < PtY(H2O) < PtFeY < Pt*FeY < PtFeY(H2O); where
H2O) denotes to the addition of 1 Torr of water vapor to the gas

ixture. The area under CO2 peak in case of PtFeY(H2O) is almost
00 times more than the area under CO2 peak in case of Fe-free

tY catalyst. A number of explanations have been proposed for the
nhancement of activity in the presence of H2O. One was  that water
nhances the water gas shift reaction and as a result more CO was
onverted into CO2. The second possibility was that the hydroxyl

able 2
bsorbance and relative area under peak of CO oxidation in presence and absence
f  water over Fe-free and Fe-promoted PtY catalysts.

Catalyst Gas mixture Abs. (au) Relative area
under peak

PtY O2 + CO 0.018 1
Pt*Y  O2 + CO 0.65 51
PtY  O2 + CO + H2O 0.48 70
PtFeY O2 + CO 1.94 117
Pt*FeY O2 + CO 15.2 142
PtFeY O2 + CO + H2O 32.2 605
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group formed on the catalyst upon adsorption of water was a better
oxidant than oxygen itself and consequently increases the oxida-
tion of CO [6,21] and produces CO2, Scheme 1. Finally, the presence
of water leads to the formation of hydroxyl groups on the catalyst
surface which leads to the decrease of CO–Pt strength [20] and it
will have the chance to produce either CO2 or carbonate species as
demonstrated in Scheme 1.

4. Conclusions

Promotion of PtY with Fe-oxide has great impact on the mor-
phology of the catalyst surface as well as on the catalytic activity.
The effect of Fe-promotion will be summarized as follows:

1. The Pt particles were dispersed homogeneously on the catalyst
surface.

2. Pt particle size decreased with Fe promotion from ≈18–20 nm
in case of PtY to 8–15 nm in case Fe-promoted PtY catalyst.

3. The presence of Fe-oxide besides Pt particles caused the presence
of low temperature CO-TPD desorption peak. This peak indicates
the presence of OH group on the Pt–Fe surface.

4. Fe-oxide increased the accessible adsorption sites for the O2 gas
or H2O vapor. This leads to the increase of the catalytic activity
even at low temperature.

5. The activity towards the formation of CO2 was generally in the
order of Pt*FeY > PtFeY > Pt*Y > PtY which means that it is higher
in presence of Fe-oxide as a promoter and after reduction.

Besides the promotion effect with Fe addition, a great enhance-
ment effect on the catalytic activity of CO oxidation over the surface
of PtFeY catalyst was  noticed with addition of trace amount of
water. The amount of CO2 adsorbed over PtFeY increased around
5 and 600 times more than the activity without water over PtFeY
and Fe-free PtY catalysts, respectively.
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